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Significant Reduction in Phantom Limb Pain After Low-Frequency
Repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation to the

Primary Sensory Cortex
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ABSTRACT Objective: Phantom limb pain (PLP) is believed to be linked to the reorganization of the deafferented
sensory cortex. We present a case of a patient with upper extremity PLP who was successfully treated with repetitive
transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS). Methods: We treated an active duty service member who suffered an
amputation of his right upper extremity after sustaining a blast injury in Afghanistan. He had 28 sessions of alternating
sequences of rTMS to the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and primary sensory cortex of the left cerebral hemisphere.
Pain intensity was assessed with the Visual Analogue Scale. Results: We delivered 1 Hz stimulation to the sensory
cortex corresponding to the area of amputation five times a week. After 4 sessions, the patient’s pain decreased from
a Visual Analogue Scale of 5 to 2. Left 10 Hz stimulation was added and after 28 sessions, the pain decreased from
2 to 1. Conclusions: Our findings support that rTMS was an effective modality for this patient in treating his PLP.
The significance of 10 Hz stimulation is unknown because of the lack of an effect size and is possibly associated with
a floor effect.

INTRODUCTION
Wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have led to a significant

increase in traumatic injuries of military personnel such as

extremity amputation.1 Phantom limb pain (PLP) can occur

after amputation and affects up to 80% of those with this type

of injury.2 Treatment of PLP can be difficult with traditional

pain control measures. Repetitive transcranial magnetic stim-

ulation (rTMS) is currently Food and Drug Administration

approved for the treatment of major depression.3–6 rTMS

offers either inhibitory or excitatory neuromodulation and

may present a unique opportunity to treat central nervous

system–mediated pain syndromes, such as PLP. Several clin-

ical trials have supported the role of rTMS in the treatment

of other pain disorders, such as neuropathic pain and fibro-

myalgia7–10; however, the utility of rTMS in PLP has not been

conclusive.11 rTMS has been found to be safe,12 has been well

tolerated by patients, causes minimal discomfort, and is easily

administered without requirements for sedation.13,14 rTMS

involves placing a magnetic coil on a patient’s scalp and

pulsing a magnetic field down to the cortex which, through

Faraday’s Law, leads to electrical stimulation of- and subse-

quent depolarization of cortical neurons.14–18

PLP has been described as a pain syndrome that results

following amputation of an extremity. Patients can describe

their limb feeling as if it is malpositioned or in pain, and it

can be quite debilitating. Although the exact cause of PLP

is unknown, one theory is that deafferation of the sensory

cortex, resulting from the amputation, causes cortical reorga-

nization.19,20 When an extremity is amputated, that area of

the sensory cortex no longer receives afferent input. The

consequence of such a loss may then be a redistribution of

the surrounding sensory cortical activity. For example, if a

patient were to lose a hand to amputation, sensory signal

corresponding to the face might then distribute into that

area21 given the proximity of these regions on the homuncu-

lus mapping of the brain. This inappropriate signal may then

result in abnormal sensations inappropriately attributed to the

missing limb.

RESULTS
We present a 24-year-old active duty soldier who sustained a

severe blast injury to his right upper extremity in early 2010

while deployed in Afghanistan. After surgical amputation of

the affected limb, the soldier complained of constant PLP

rated as 5/10 per the Visual Analog Scale (VAS). Five

months after his injury, he was referred to the Procedural

Psychiatry Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) Clinic

at Walter Reed Army Medical Center to see if nonphar-

macologic pain control could be achieved after conventional

pain management did not offer adequate relief. Before his

presentation for TMS, he had been on a stable medication

regimen for 3 months consisting of oxycodone IR 10 mg qid,
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pregabalin 200 mg tid, amitriptyline 75 mg qhs, celecoxib

100 mg bid, duloxetine 60 mg qd, and fentanyl 50 mcg patch

q72 hours. Before this regimen, trials of methadone, hydro-

morphone, and clonazepam had not offered significant relief.

Three weeks after starting rTMS, fentanyl was discontinued,

and oxycodone ER 10 mg bid was initiated because of diffi-

culties with fentanyl patch adhesion.

Motor threshold (MT) determination was obtained from

the right cerebral hemisphere and thus left upper extremity,

since the patient had a right extremity amputation. The left

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) was estimated to be

5.5 cm anterior to this location, and the sensory cortex was

estimated to be 1.5 cm posteriorly. Since much of the

patient’s PLP centered on sensations that corresponded to

his wrist, we moved the coil 10 degrees toward the vertex

for the superior oblique angle. These reference points were

then translated to the left cerebral hemisphere for treatment.

High-frequency pulse administration was at 120% of the

MT, delivered at 10 Hz, with a stimulation time of 4 seconds,

in 26 second intervals, for a total of 3000 pulses per treatment

to the left DLPFC. Low-frequency pulses were at 100%

of the MT, delivered at 1 Hz, with a stimulation time of

26 seconds, in 4 second intervals, for a total of 2000 pulses

per treatment session to the sensory cortex. Treatment utiliz-

ing high-frequency pulses to the DLPFC has been found to

be beneficial in alleviating pain.22 Treatment utilizing low-

frequency pulses has demonstrated an inhibitory effect.23,24

A total of 28 treatments were administered over 6 weeks.

The first five treatments were low-frequency treatments

targeting the primary sensory cortex (PSC), after which treat-

ment proceeded in an alternating pattern, between low and

high frequency. The patient received 17 low-frequency treat-

ments to the PSC and 11 high-frequency treatments to the

DLPFC. The goal was to inhibit sensory cortical activity

while augmenting DLPFC function.

The patient reported a pain rating of 5/10 on the VAS

before beginning the treatments. By the fourth treatment (the

first three treatments were all low frequency), the patient

reported significant improvement in his PLP, and rated his

pain as 2/10. At the conclusion of 28 treatments, the patient

rated his pain as 1/10, which represents an 80% decrease in

the pain rating score per VAS. Our findings support that

rTMS was an effective modality for this patient in treating

his PLP.

DISCUSSION
We targeted inhibitory, slow rTMS over the sensory cortex

in the hope that this would attenuate inappropriate cortical

activity brought about by deafferation and inappropriate pro-

cessing of sensory input by this brain region from areas other

than the amputated extremity. By inhibiting this area, inap-

propriate signal processing may result in decreased symp-

toms of PLP and lead to ultimate remapping of cortical

regions, so that signal processing from other body regions

are not being attributed to the missing limb.

The effect of a single TMS pulse into superficial cortex

can have secondary effects on millions of neurons remote

from the TMS site, which has also been supported by animal

research.25 For this particular patient, treatment of the sen-

sory cortex resulted in a definite and rapid improvement in

symptoms of PLP. The addition of treatment to the DLPFC

was well tolerated, but offered little additional benefit per-

haps because of a floor effect.

A treatment energy of 100% of the MT at the sensory

cortex was chosen, instead of 120%, to minimize the chance

of generalized seizure induction since this region may be

more epileptogenic.25 Although this patient’s upper extrem-

ity amputation allowed for targeting the affected cortical

area, lower extremity amputations may not be as amenable

to study or treatment because of corresponding cortical areas

that are located further from the scalp, along the medial

aspect of the cerebral hemispheres. Presumption of synony-

mous effects of stimulating the medial cerebral hemisphere

is premature until there is a better understanding of the

impact of TMS in this area. A consequential larger area of

spread of the magnetic field would be expected in the medial

cerebrum compared to the lateral cerebral area correspond-

ing to the upper extremities, because of physical properties

of magnetic fields and the anatomically greater distance

from the treatment coil.

With this case, placebo effects as well as therapeutic atten-

tion cannot be excluded. However, they are both less likely to

have contributed to the clinical response given the temporal

improvement of symptoms with treatment despite ineffective

prior pain treatments. The synergistic and confounding con-

tributions of his pharmacotherapy regimen on the effects of

rTMS are unknown, a limitation amplified by the variety of

classes of pharmacologic agents he was receiving.

Transcranial magnetic stimulation has a potentially favor-

able risk/benefit ratio that makes its use for this condition

appealing. rTMS is a focal treatment that affects local brain

activity and avoids systemic side effects that may be inherent

to pharmacologic treatments. rTMS is generally well toler-

ated and considered safe26 and devoid of a detrimental impact

on alertness or cognition. rTMS has the advantage of not

contributing to drug interactions in this population that often

finds itself affected by polypharmacy because of the fre-

quently severe and resistant nature of PLP. There is a risk of

secondary generalization of stimulation activity, and when

using a 10 Hz pulse sequence for depression, a rate of one

seizure per 30,000 treatments has been observed27 with the

iron core figure-8 coil design device used in this case. Using a

pulse sequence at 1 Hz should have a lower risk of seizure

than that seen when treating depression, because of a lower

energy delivery associated with the slower frequency. rTMS

may not be an option for patients with retained metal or

implanted devices in proximity to the treatment coil or in those

patients with known recurrent seizures. Use of rTMS is limited

by significant expense of delivery and labor intensity of daily

treatments lasting approximately 30 to 60 minutes per session.
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A recent case series using 20 Hz rTMS stimulation at an

intensity of 80% of the MT over the motor cortex, described

clinical improvement in patients with PLP.28 Our case sug-

gests that treatment with 1 Hz rTMS over the sensory cortex

may be effective for upper extremity PLP. Treatment with

1 Hz stimulation may have favorable tolerability and safety

when compared to high-frequency stimulation. This is the

first case of PLP successfully treated with rTMS over the

PSC that we could find in the literature.
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